Part 4
PROPHETIC VOICE

THE KEY is to __________ bring the __________ God ____________ you.
 Don’t feel the ___________ to add your own _____________________________.
 OUR JOB is to be __________________ to Holy Spirit _________________. Everything
else is ________________________________.

A LITTLE BACKGROUND (1 Corinthians 12-14)
Between chapters 12 and 14, which are all about the ___________ of the Spirit and their
__________ in the ____________, comes chapter 13, which is a stark reminder that
___________ will always be the _________________________________________ in
everything God ___________.
 Ch 14 written to church that had ________________________ of love & humility.
 Because it’s anchored to _____________ & _____________________, New Testament
prophecy has a different ___________ to Old Testament prophecy.
 In the New Testament, we live under ______________, not ___________.
 It’s not ______________________, though it might call for ___________________.

 Just because God shows you something, doesn't necessarily mean He’s asking you
to __________________________________.
BRINGING A WORD
How do you decide when to share? Answer, it must go through these 4 FILTERS.
1. Is it _________________ or ____________________?
2. Is it ______________ or ________ the _______________?
3. Is it _________________ or _______________________?
4. Is this the _____________________________________?
C. BRING IT _____________________________

 It’s not _________________, though it might expound biblical ________________.

The purpose, character & tone of NT prophecy (1 Corinthians 14:3) is to be

 It’s not ______________________, thought it might be ______________________.

________________________________________________________________.
1. _______________________ = The act of ________________________________,

A. BRING IT ______________________
 If you’re going to claim to speak ___________________, do so with _________
____________________________________________________.

_____________________________________ (1 Corinthians 14:12).
 “Prophets call ___________ out of the ___________.”
2. __________________________ = ______________________________________

 Be very _________________ saying “__________________________________.”

______________________________________________ (Proverbs 15:4, 12:18).

 The best thing you can do is ______________________________ it & then

 Prophecy tells people they _________ … reinforces ________ they are

______________________________ it.
 Emphasise that the _______________ has to _______________ for themselves (1
John 2:26,27, 1 Corinthians 14:29).

__________________ … reminds them ______________________________
… shines a _______________________ on their path … points them straight at
the __________________.
3. _______________________ = _________________________________________

B. BRING IT ____________________
There are three possible parts to a prophetic word:
a) _________________________ = What God ____________ you.

_______________________ (John 14:16)
 Prophecy imparts ____________________ & _____________________.
 Prophets bring ________________ by speaking ___________ into darkness,

b) _____________________________ = What it ____________.

__________ into despair, __________ into confusion, _________ into hurt,

c) ________________________ = What you now must ________.

_____________ into weakness, ___________________ into discouragement.

